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From fairytale romances to dating disasters and everything in between, The Dating Game
chronicles the stories of hopefuls on their journey toward happily ever after. In this compilation of
dating stories, sixteen writers share tales of adventures and experiences while on the quest toward
finding Mr. Right. From Tania Renee Zayid 's story of what happens when one woman becomes
determined to keep the perfect man that she met online . . . to Natalie Leffall's hilarious look into the
dating world of a plus-size girl . . . to Keleigh and Gina's rib-tickling and surprisingly dangerous,
speed dating fiasco. . . and Gina Torres' tale of love, heartache, and the power of letting go . . .
these diverse stories will make you laugh, cry, and root for the characters to land Mr. Right.
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Victoria Kennedy's Open is one of several short stories in this anthology. Open had me enthralled.
Kudos on a beautiful freshman effort!I kept reading and wondering where the story was headed.
She could have taken us in a number of directions with the heroine and hero 1 and 2. There were
questions about the authenticity of hero 1 that could have been answered in a way to make the
heroine disappointed or happy. The secondary hero...how would he factor into the story?I don't want

to give away any details so you have to read it to find out what happens!Victoria, hurry with the next
book. Or maybe even expand this short story into a full story...a lot of meat to the story that would
make it worth developing further.

I love short stories. They are perfect food for the soul when I have a lunch break or a limited amount
of time and want a story with a conclusion before I have to get back into the daily grind. These are
some of the most enjoyable stories I have read in a long time. I just finished "Cocoa Butter Love" in
this collection and it is, so far, one of my favorites. The story of Charlie and Mason, two people who
were roped into attending a speed dating event for different reasons - with no positive expectations
whatsoever. What they found, despite a few bumps in the road, was heartwarming and well worth
the read.

I finished reading all the stories earlier today, and I must say that I thoroghly enjoyed the project on
a whole. Most of the stories left me imagining what would happen to the characters afterwards (I'm
used to reading novels, so the short story format really left my curiousity piqued. And that's a good
thing.). All of the entries made me want to read more from the individual authors. There were some
typographical errors (I'm a stickler for that kind of thing. I really hope you guys don't think I'm being
an a** by pointing that out) that wouldn't allow me to give it 5 stars, but they were few and far in
between and none took away from the context of any of the stories. Kudos to all of the ladies
involved in this project. I can't wait to read your future works.

BGP has assembled a great group of storytellers with stories and life lessons for EVERYONE.
Married, single, divorced, saints and tilted halo's,there is something for everyone. I found myself
able to relate to every story. Either through personal experience or from friends. I found myself
talking to the pages.. a few Ohemmegee's and uh huh.. I know that's right..escaped my lips many
times. I found the stories to be light with just enough though provoking fodder. All in all..you will be
satisfied with these short stories. Read them NOW!

I just finished Sunday Love... and the author had me wiping my eyes. I cried real tears reading this
beautifully written story. I was emotionally invested and felt the heart of both characters. This is a
story I would love to read more of... and yet at the same time if it was left here in The Dating Game
anthology it is still satisfying and enough. It is a story of hope and redemption and forgiveness and
most especially love. It will be one I surely will read over and again and I can't wait to read more

works by this amazing new writer.

I am a fan of all things ReShonda and Victoria, so with their stamp of approval, I figured this had to
be good. Boy, was I right! I am not a short story reader so I wasn't expecting to be drawn in. Or
maybe I need to say I didn't use to be a short story reader because these stories gave me just the
right dose of everything! I laughed, my heart tugged, and I couldn't turn the page fast enough. I can't
even say that I had a favorite because I enjoyed them all so much. Bravo to these writers on a job
well done. Now, I'm heading over to see if any of these writers have full-length books.

Good, Clean and full of Humor. Sad, but true - some of the stories were actually believable. I
thought I was reading my own "love" story in one or two of the stories. Each author brings their own
flavor and style. I really enjoyed the book and look forward to reading from each of the authors
represented.

Spellbound with lovely book. I just finished it only in one day. Words from this book have motivated
my mind to go to the every next pages. Really author did a great job here. Words, Story, Idea, and
compelling characters are pretty cool of this book.If you read this book, You will find here such a
heartwarming romantic story.I'd say give it a try and feel the test. Recommended.
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